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Abstrat
In a reent work [1℄ we presented a reformulation of the anonial quantum gravity,
based on adding the so-alled kinematial term to the gravity-matter ation; this revised
approah leads to a self-onsistent anonial quantization of the 3-geometries, referred
to the external time as provided via the added term.
Here, we show how the kinematial term an be interpreted in terms of a non relativis-
ti dust uid whih plies the role of a real lok' for the quantum gravity theory, and, in
the WKB limit of a osmologial problem, makes aount for a dark matter omponent
whih, at present time, ould play a dynamial role.
1 Fundamental Remarks
The Canonial Method of quantization relies on the existene of an Hamiltonian funtion
for the system, regarded as onjugate variable to the physial time, and is implemented
by reognizing the dynamis admits an Hamiltonian onstraint; in fat, the quantum
dynamis is easily obtained by the transription of suh a onstraint via the operators
assoiated to the anonial variables [2℄.
As an helpful example for the analysis below developed, we review the ase of the
one-dimensional non-relativisti (parametrized) partile, whose ation reads
S =
∫
{pq˙ − h(p, q)}dt , (1)
where t denotes the Newton time and h the Hamiltonian funtion. In order to quantize
this system, we parameterize the Newton time as t = t(τ), so getting the new ation as
S =
∫
{pdq
dτ
− h(p, q) dt
dτ
}dτ . (2)
Now we set p0 ≡ −h and add this relation to the above ation by a Lagrangian
multiplier λ, i.e.
S =
∫
{pdq
dτ
+ p0
dt
dτ
− h¯(p, q, p0, λ)}dτ h¯ ≡ λ(h+ p0) . (3)
By varying this ation with respet to p and q, we get the Hamilton equations dq/dτ =
λ∂h/∂p and dp/dτ = −λ∂h/∂q, while the variations of p0 and t yield dt/dτ = λ and
dp0/dτ = 0; all together, these equations desribe the same Newton dynamis, having
the energy as onstant of the motion. But now, by varying λ, we get the (desired)
onstraint h + p0 = 0, whih, in terms of the operators pˆ0 = −ih¯∂t and hˆ, provides the
Shrödinger equation ih¯∂tψ = hˆψ, as taken for the system state funtion ψ(t, q). Finally
we remark that, when retaining the relation dt/dτ = λ, we are able to write the wave
equation in the parametri time as
ih¯∂τψ(τ, q) = λ(τ)hˆψ(τ, q) , (4)
where λ(τ) is to be assigned.
In spite of its simpliity, this example is a naive, but very good prototype of our approah
to the anonial quantum gravity.
When onsidering the gravitational eld, the notion of an Hamiltonian funtion is
reognized, as soon as, the four-dimensional manifoldM4 is splitted into a one-parameter
family of spatial hypersurfaes Σ3, i.e. M4 = Σ3 ⊗R [3℄.
Thus, ifM4 admits generi internal oordinates yρ and a metri tensor gµν(yρ) (µ, ν, ρ =
0, 1, 2, 3), then we an hose a family of spae-like hypersurfaes llingM4, by assigning
the parametri equations yρ = yρ(t, xi) (i = 1, 2, 3); so doing, we obtain a new basis,
omposed of the normal eld nµ(yρ) and the tangent vetors eµi ≡ ∂iyµ to Σ3 (gµνnµnν =
−1, gµνnµeνi = 0), on whih, we an projet the deformation vetor Nµ ≡ ∂tyµ as
∂ty
µ = Nnµ + N i∂iy
µ
(where N and N i are respetively alled the lapse funtion and
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the shift vetor).
Now we may regard the parameterization yρ = yρ(t, xi), as a oordinate transformation
between two oordinates systems and, observing that the 3-metri indued on Σ3 reads
hij ≡ gµν∂iyµ∂jyν , nally, the line element admits the representation
ds2 = gµνdx
µdxν = −N2dt2 + hij(dxi +N idt)(dxj +N jdt) . (5)
In the system of oordinates t and xi, the ten independent gµν are replaed by
the ten independent funtions {N,N i, hij}, and the normal eld takes the form nµ =
{1/N,−N i/N}.
When the Einstein-Hilbert and matter (below we onsider a real salar eld) ation
is reasted in this system of oordinates, it happens that the variables N and N i, being
yli ones, behave as Lagrange multipliers. As a onsequene, we get eight onstraints,
orresponding to the vanishing of the onjugate momenta pN and pN i , as well as, of the
super-Hamiltonian (Hg +Hφ) and of the super-momentum (Hgi +H
φ
i ) (the labels g and
φ refer respetively to the metri and the salar eld).
The anonial quantization of the system, is then performed by upgrading the 3-metri
and its onjugate momentum to operators hˆij, πˆ
ij = −ih¯δ( )/δhij (the same for the
eld variables leads to φˆ and pˆφ = −iδ( )/δφ), and implementing the Hamiltonian
onstraint on a quantum level, i.e. (Hˆg + Hˆφ)Ψ = 0 (Hˆgi + Hˆ
φ
i )Ψ = 0. The former
of these funtional equations, known as the Wheeler-DeWitt one, provides the quantum
dynamis, while the latter ensures the invariane under the 3-dieomorphisms, i.e. the
state funtion Ψ depends on φ and a lass of 3-geometries {hij} [4℄ 1.
The most unsatisfatory features of the above formulation onsist of the absene of a
time evolution and the impossibility for an Hilbert spae [2, 5℄ (see also [6℄ and [7, 8℄);
but it exists also a ground-level ritiism: indeed, the above splitting proedure relies
on the possibility to distinguish between spae-like and time-like objets (for instane
the normal eld nµ should be time-like), but, when gµν is a quantum eld, these notions
an be reognized at most in terms of expetation values. Therefore, on a quantum
level, the (3 + 1)-splitting makes sense only in a perturbative limit, when yet survives
the onept of metri bakground. A dierent approah onsists of determining the
harater of geometrial objets, before quantizing the system, i.e. xing the referene
frame, determining the spae-like family of hypersurfaes Σ3 and only then quantizing the
dynamis.// The following three setions answer the fundamental questions onerning
suh a dierent point of view,i.e.: what physially it means? Whih quantum dynamis
it yields? Whih osmologial issues it predits?
2 The Kinematial Ation and the Referene Fluid
To x the referene frame, it is equivalent to assign the lapse funtion and the shift
vetor already in the ation, and then varying only the 3-metri; but so doing, we loss
1
The fat that, the wave funtional is independent of N and N i, reets the lassial onstraints
pN = 0 add pNi = 0.
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the super-Hamiltonian and the super-momentum onstraints and, though, we have to
do with ∞3 degrees of freedom, nevertheless our situation beomes very similar to that
one analyzed for a non-relativisti partile. Thus, in lose analogy to suh ase, we
parametrized the gravity-matter ation by means of the so-alled kinematial term [2℄,
whih refers the dynamis to the generi oordinates yρ, playing here the role that above
was proper of the Newton time. The extended ation reads [1℄
Sgφk =
∫
M4
{
πij∂thij + πφ∂tφ+ pµ∂ty
µ −N(Hg +Hφ + pµnµ)−N i(Hgi +Hφi + pµ∂iyµ)
}
d3xdt .
(6)
Above, the (normal) eld nµ(yρ) is, on this level, to be regarded as a generi one and
therefore assigned arbitrarily; ∂iy
µ
is a potential-like term, pµ is determined by the eld
equations and anyway all the added terms are metri independent.
By varying this ation with respet to hij πij φ πφ, we get the eld equations as un-
hanged, while the variation of N and N i provides the new (desired) onstraints
Hg +Hφ = −pµnµ Hgi +Hφi = −pµ∂iyµ (7)
Finally, the variation of the kinematial variables yµ and pµ, provides the additional
equations
∂ty
µ = Nnµ +N i∂iy
µ ∂tpµ = −Npρ∂µnρ + ∂i(N ipµ) . (8)
Sine nµ is assigned ab initio, then the speiation of N and N i allows to solve the
rst of these equations for yµ(t, xi) and hene, the seond one, yields the generalized
momentum pµ(t, x
i) (entering linearly in the Hamiltonian).
Now, to understand the physial meaning of the added kinematial term, we have to
investigate these eld equations by restoring their ovariant form, via the variables yµ.
To this end, we denote the oordinates (t, xi) by barred indies µ¯, ν¯, ρ¯, ... and we remark
that the following relations take plae: ∂t = ∂ty
µ∂µ ∂i = ∂iy
µ∂µ n
µ¯∂µ¯ = n
µ∂µ. Then the
rst of equations (8) rewrites as nµ = nρ¯∂ρ¯y
µ
; this equation is ruial to ensure that,
after the variation, nµ is a real unit time-like vetor, i.e.
gµνn
µnν = gµνn
ρ¯∂ρ¯y
µnσ¯∂σ¯y
ν = gρ¯σ¯n
ρ¯nσ¯ = −1 , (9)
the last equality being true by onstrution of gµ¯ν¯ and n
µ¯
; in fat the metri form gµ¯ν¯ ,
as given in the line element (5), ensures the normal vetor nµ¯ ≡ (1/N, −N i/N) be a
unit timelike one.
Thus, after the variation of the ation, our approah ensures, dierently from the
Wheeler-DeWitt one, that we have to do, even on a quantum level. with a real normal
eld, as far as the rst kinematial equation holds.
Being nµpµ a 3-salar density of weight 1/2, we may set n
µpµ ≡ −ω(t, xi), and then
dene the real salar ε ≡ −ω/√h (with h ≡ dethij).
Using these information and the rst of (8), we may rewrite the seond one as
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nρ[∂ρ(Npµ)− ∂µ(Npρ)] = −∂µ(N
√
hε) + pµ(n
ρ∂ρN + ∂iN
i) . (10)
Sine the fundamental aim of our reformulation, apart from removing the ambiguity
about the time-like harater of the normal, onsists of onstruting a quantum gravity
theory having evolution, there are no serious reasons to deform the super-momentum
onstraint; indeed, as we shall see better in the next setion, the frozen formalism is
removed as soon as the Super-Hamiltonian is no longer zero. Therefore we an require
the ondition pµ∂iy
µ ≡ pi = 0 holds, so getting pµ = ωnµ = −
√
hεnµ; by other words,
suh a onservative hoie, is equivalent to take the generalized momentum as parallel to
the normal eld, and therefore time-like. The above form of the generalized momentum
is preserved by the dynamis (i.e., one it is assigned as a auhy problem, then the
seond of the kinematial equations ensures it holds for ever), under the onstraint
∂iN = 0. In fat, by multiplying the seond of equations (8) by ∂iy
µ
, we get, after some
algebra, the following equation for pi
∂tpi − pj∂iN j − ǫ
√
h∂iN = 0 . (11)
We see how the above ondition transforms (11) into a linear and homogeneous partial
dierential equation (in normal form) in the unknowns pi; if we set the initial ondition
p0i = 0, then the unique solution is pi ≡ 0, valid for any later time.
Remarking that, in the barred oordinates N
√
h =
√−g¯, the above restrition pµ =
−√hεnµ redues equation (10), via some tehnial steps, to the form
εnρ(∂ρnµ − ∂µnρ) + nµ√−g∂ρ(
√−gεnρ) = 0 . (12)
The above equation reads ovariantly as
εnρ(∇ρnµ −∇µnρ) + nµ∇ρ(εnρ) = 0 (13)
whih, sine nρ∇µnρ = 0 (being nµ a unit vetor), nally beomes
εnρ∇ρnµ + nµ∇ρ(εnρ) = 0 = ∇ρtρµ . (14)
Thus we got the surprising result that, the kinematial momentum equation, redues
to the onservation law of a dust energy-momentum tensor tµν = εnµnν . Multiplying
equation (14) by nµ, it implies the additional ondition
∇ρ(εnρ) = 0 ; (15)
this ondition simplies (14) to the form
nρ∇ρnµ = 0 = nρ(∂ρnµ − 1
2
nσ∂µgρσ) . (16)
As well known, the dynamial equations desribing a perfet uid haraterized by
energy density ρ, pressure p, entropy density σ and four-veloity uµ, take the form
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∇µ(σuµ) = 0 (17)
(ρ+ p)uρ(∂ρuµ − 1
2
uσ∂µgρσ) = −∂µp− uµuρ∂ρp . (18)
By omparing (15) with (17) and (16) with (18), we see how the kinematial uid
has ρ ≡ ε, zero pressure, entropy density proportional to the energy one (i.e. σ ∝ ε)
and four-veloity nµ; thus, on a lassial level, our proedure is equivalent to introdue
a real referene uid behaving as a non-relativisti dust.
Sine, being nµ∂iy
µ = 0, the energy-momentum tensor of suh a dust is orthogonal to
the hypersurfaes Σ3, then it ontributes only to the super-Hamiltonian, whih rewrites
as Hg +Hφ +
√
hε.
Above, we laried the physial meaning of the kinematial ation, so answering for
the rst posed question, in lose analogy with the approah presented in [9℄ about
the so-alled Gaussian referene uid (for a disussion on non-Gaussian uid see [10,
11℄). However, the notion of a referene uid, here is preserved also in the (generi)
oordinates system {t, xi}, where, by assigning the funtions N and N i, we get diretly
the normal eld; in this ase, equation (15) takes the simple form ∂tω+∂i(N
iω) = 0. In
a synhronous (or Gaussian) referene, when the uid is omoving with the oordinates
{t, xi} (N = 1 N i = 0 ⇒ nρ¯ = (1, 0)), we get, as expeted, ω = ω(xi) ⇒ ε =
−ω(xi)/√h. It is worth noting how, the energy density of the referene uid, has the
opposite sign of the super-Hamiltonian and therefore is, in general, non-positive dened.
We onlude this setion, devoted to the lassial aspets of our reformulation, by
stressing the following two points:
i) To x the referene frame, i. e. the lapse funtion and the shift vetor, via the kine-
matial ation, gives rise to the appearane of a real dust uid; by a suggestive language,
we may laim that this gauge xing proedure materializes the referene frame.
ii) All the dynamial information about the referene uid, result to be ontained in the
seond kinematial equation, while the rst one seems to reet simply a parameteriza-
tion of the dynamis, so ensuring the self-onsisteny of the whole theory.
3 Canonial Quantum Dynamis
The quantum dynamis, orresponding to the ation (6), is easily got by implementing
the Hamiltonian onstraint to their operator form, taken as ating on a wave funtional
Ψ, now depending even from yµ (with pˆµ = −ih¯δ( )/δyµ). The lassial restrition to
take a generalized momentum parallel to the normal eld, is translated on a quantum
level, by preserving the super-momentum onstraint in its form and writing down the
eld equations as (the general theory is nevertheless a viable issue)
ih¯nµ
δΨ
δyµ
= (Hˆg + Hˆφi )Ψ (Hˆ
g
i + Hˆ
φ
i )Ψ = 0 Ψ = Ψ(y
µ, {hij}, φ) . (19)
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where the wave funtional is taken on the 3-geometries {hij}, i.e. a whole lass of
3-metri tensors, onneted via a 3-dieomorphism.
In analogy to the ase of the parametrized partile, we may rewrite this set of ∞3
equations in the oordinate system {t, xi}, as soon as, using the rst kinematial equa-
tion; indeed, as above outlined, the use of this (lassial) equation is justied, even on a
quantum level, by observing that:
i) It is neessary to speify the meaning of the eld nµ in the above quantum dynamis;
indeed, suh a eld beomes the real normal one and the system evolution is onstrained
to a xed hoie of N and N i.
ii) On a lassial level, this equation plies no dynamial role and resembles very losely
an ∞3-version of the orresponding equation for the non-relativisti partile.
iii) Its use is justied a posteriori beause it reprodues the expeted Shrödinger equa-
tion.
So doing, we get
ih¯∂ty
µ δΨ
δyµ
= N(Hˆg + Hˆφ)Ψ (20)
By dening the operator ∂t( ) ≡
∫
Σ3 ∂ty
µδ( )/δyµ we nally arrive to a single (smeared)
Shrödinger equation
ih¯∂tΨ = ih¯
∫
Σ3
t
{
δΨ
δyµ
∂ty
µ
}
d3x = HˆΨ ≡
[∫
Σ3
t
N(Hˆg + Hˆφ)d3x
]
Ψ (21)
with Ψ = Ψ(t, {hij}, φ). We regard this equation as the fundamental one of the revised
anonial quantum gravity, whih, one xed N and N i (the latter one does not enter
in this equation), provides the dynamis of quantum 3-geometries and matter elds; the
label time t aquires a preise physial meaning in view of the analysis developed in the
previous setion, i.e. it is a real uid lok lling the hypersurfaes Σ3t (the label t
speifying eah of them); however, to understand the way in whih suh a referene uid
manifests its presene on a quantum level, see the below disussion about the eigenvalues
problem.
As shown in [1℄, by adopting a suitable normal ordering in the kineti part of Hˆg, i.e.
Gijklπ
ijπkl → δ/δhij(Gijklδ/δhkl), then we are able to turn the spae of the solutions into
an Hilbert one by the inner produt 〈Ψ1 | Ψ2〉 (Ψ1 and Ψ2 are generi funtionals and
the bra-ket referring to a funtional integral on the spae of all possible 3-geometries).
Thus, in suh a theory, we reognize of the evidene for a onserved probability amplitude
Ψ∗Ψ (being Ψ∗ the omplex onjugate of the wave funtional), with 〈Ψ | Ψ〉 = 1 and
∂t〈Ψ | Ψ〉 = 0.
Now we searh for the link between the above sheme of quantization and the notion
of referene uid. To this end, we expand the wave funtional as follows
Ψ(t, {hij}, φ) =
∫
∗Yt
DΩΘ(Ω)χ(Ω, {hij}, φ)exp
{
− i
h¯
∫ t
t0
dt′
∫
Σ3
t
d3x(NΩ)
}
(22)
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where DΩ denotes the Lebesgue measure in the funtional spae ∗yt of the onjugate
funtion Ω(xi) and Θ a funtional valued in this domain. By this form of Ψ, equation
(21) is redued to the eigenvalues problem
(Hˆg + Hˆφ)χ = Ωχ . (23)
Thus we see that, from a quantum point of view, the label time manifests its physial
nature, via the appearane of a non-zero eigenvalue of the super-Hamiltonian.
In the limit h¯→ 0, the WKB approximation, i.e. Ψ ∝ exp{iσ/h¯} provides an Hamilton-
Jaobi operator whih allows to identify the two quantities ω and Ω, that is to say, on the
lassial limit, the energy density of the (dust) referene uid is given by ε = −Ω/√h;
we will disuss in more detail below the nature of this identiation (whih is valid at
all in general), with respet to the partiular ase of the losed FRW osmology.
We see that, sine in the oordinates system {t, xi}, the uid is at rest to the hypersur-
faes Σ3t , then it ontributes its energy density only to the super-Hamiltonian eigenvalue
(in the limit h¯ → 0); Therefore, even from our quantum analysis of the dynamis, it
emerges
If the theory here proposed is a preditive one, we should expet to observe the trae
of this referene uid energy density from all those systems whih underwent a lassial
limit; suh a situation is surely true for our atual Universe and, indeed, we really observe
(in the synhronous referene of our galaxy) an unidentied dust energy, the so-alled
dark matter; in the next two setion, we will try to understand if it an exist a orrelation
between our dust uid and the observed matter omponent of the Universe.
We observe that the restrition ∂iN = 0, required, on a lassial point of view, for the
validity of the dust uid model, is not so relevant; in fat, the real physis is that one
observed by the uid referene its-self, (the synhronous one, in the oordinates {t, xi}),
as desribed by equations (23) (whih generalize the Wheeler-Dewitt approah). In this
sense, equation (21) provides only a dierent parameterization of the real physis.
To onlude, it is worth remarking how, the main dierene between our approah
and others interesting ones, that lead to the same formal issue (see the disussion in [1℄
about the omparison with the so-alled multi-time approah, as well as the formulations
presented in [7, 8℄ and [12, 13℄), onsists of preliminary reduing the super-Hamiltonian
to a linear form, and, overall, of setting ad ho elds whih play the role of time (for
instane in [12, 13℄ is postulated,in the theory, the presene of a real mass-less salar
eld). simply extend to the 3-metri dynamis the kinematial (embedding-like) ation
to provide physial meaning in the splitting proedure, and then interpret it as a dust
uid (with the role of time). In this sheme the 3-metri is related to the spae-time one
by the dynamial eld yµ, so, heuristially, we an say to bypass the theory bakground
independene.
4 The Closed FRW Cosmology
Sine the lok by whih we are measuring the age of the Universe is (essentially) a
synhronous one, and we expet the osmologial dynamis beame a lassial one, then
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the ontribution of the dust uid energy density must appear in the galaxies reession.
Below we will fae the questions about the modiations introdued, by our approah,
in the quantum evolution of the Universe, and about the atual value of the dust energy
density.
We investigate the quantum dynamis predited, in a synhronous referene, by equa-
tion (21) for the losed Friedmann-Robertson-Walker model [14, 15℄, whose line element
reads (below we adopt the standard notations for the fundamental onstants)
ds2 = −c2dt2 +R2c(t)[dξ2 + sin2 ξ(dη2 + sin2 ηdφ2)] 0 ≤ ξ < π 0 ≤ η < π 0 ≤ φ < 2π .
(24)
Here Rc denotes the radius of urvature of the Universe, measurable, in priniple, via
the relation Rc = c/(H
√
Ω¯− 1) (being H the Hubble funtion, Ω¯ the ritial parameter
and Rc(today) ∼ O(1028cm)).
In the very early phases of the Universe evolution, it is expeted a spae lled by
a thermal bath, involving all the fundamental partiles; sine, at very high temper-
atures, all the massive partiles are ultrarelativisti ones, then the most appropriate
phenomenologial representation of the matter-radiation thermal bath, is provided by
an energy density of the form µ2/R4c .
Furthermore, the idea that the Universe underwent an inationary senario, leads us
to inlude ab initio in the dynamis a real self-interating salar eld φ, desribed by
a nite-temperature potential VT (φ) (here T denotes the thermal bath temperature),
whih we may take, for instane, in the Coleman-Weinberg form
VT (φ) =
Bσ4
2h3c3
+B
φ4
hc
[
ln
(
lP lφ
2
σ2
)
− 1
2
]
+
1
2
mT
2φ2 mT =
√
λT 2 −m2 (m, λ) = const. ,
(25)
where B is a parameter related to the fundamental onstraints of the theory (estimated
O(10−3), σ orresponds to the energy sale assoiated with the symmetry breaking
proess (i.e. σ ∼ O(1015)GeV )), while m and lP l denote, respetively, the inverse
of a harateristi lenght and lP l the Plank length lP l ≡
√
Gh¯/c3.; the temperature
dependene of the potential term an be also regarded as a time evolution of the model.
The dynamis of suh a osmologial model is summarized, as shown when developing
the Einstein-Hilbert ation under the present symmetries, by the Hamiltonian funtion
H
c
= − l
2
P l
3πh¯
p2Rc
Rc
+
c
4π2
p2φ
R3c
+
µ2
Rc
− 3πh¯
4l2P l
Rc + 2π
2R3cVT (φ) , (26)
with pRc and pφ being the onjugate momenta to Rc and φ.
Thus, the Shrödinger equation (21) reads, one turned the above Hamiltonian into
an operator (whih possesses the right normal ordering), as follows
9
ih¯
c
∂tΨ(t, Rc, φ) =
{
l2P lh¯
3π
∂Rc
1
Rc
∂Rc −
h¯2c
4π2
1
R3c
∂2φ +
µ2
Rc
− 3πh¯
4l2P l
Rc + 2π
2R3cVT (φ)
}
Ψ(t, Rc, φ) ,
(27)
Before going on with the analysis of this equation, we need to preise some aspets
onerning the potential term relevane during the Universe evolution.
It is well-known that the lassial salar eld dynamis is governed by the following
equation
φ¨+ 3Hφ˙+ c2h¯2
dVT
dφ
= 0 . (28)
The presene of the potential term is surely ruial to generate the inationary se-
nario, but, suiently lose to the initial Big-Bang, its dynamial role is expeted to
be very limited; in fat, if we neglet the potential term in (28), then, remembering
that for early times Rc ∼
√
t → H ∼ 1/2t, we get the free eld solution φ ∝ ln t.
Now the terms we retained to solve equation (28) are potentially of the order O(1/t2);
in the limit toward the Big-Bang (t → 0), the potential term (25) (we reall that
T ∝ 1/Rc ∝ ‘1/
√
t) an be learly negligible, i.e. t2VT (t)(φ(t)) → 0. Apart from very
peuliar sti ases, all the inationary potentials result to be negligible at very high
temperatures.
Taking into aount the above lassial analysis, we may assume that, during the
Plank epoh, when the Universe performed its quantum evolution, the potential of the
salar eld plies no signiant role; therefore, by hoosing the following expansion for
the wave funtion
Ψ(t, Rc, φ) =
∫ ∞
−∞
∫ ∞
−∞
dǫdpC(ǫ, p)θ(ǫ, pRc)exp{ i
h¯
(pφ− ǫt)} , (29)
(with C(ǫ, p) denoting generi oeients), we get, from (27), the eigenvalues problem
{
l2P lh¯
3π
d
dRc
1
Rc
d
dRc
+
p2c
4π2
1
R3c
+
µ2
Rc
− 3πh¯
4l2P l
Rc
}
θ =
ǫ
c
θ . (30)
with the boundary onditions θ(Rc = 0) = 0 and θ(Rc →∞) = 0.
A solution to this equation reads in the form
θ ∝
√
Rcexp
{
−(Rc −Rc(0))
2
4α2
}
; (31)
in order to be the above funtional form a solution of equation (30), we have to require
the relations p = ±
√
πh¯/clP l, α = lP l/
√
3π and ǫ = −3πh¯cRc(0)/2l2P l. Furthermore,
sine the ultrarelativisti energy density is manifestly positive, then, from the following
expression for µ2
µ2 =
l2P l
3π
(
1
2α2
− R
2
c(0)
4α4
)
; (32)
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we nd an important restrition on the ontinuous eigenvalue spetrum, i.e. −
√
3π/2MP lc
2 <
ǫ <
√
3π/2Mplc
2
(being Mpl the Plank mass, Mpl = h¯/clP l).
Thus, we get a (non-normalizable) probability amplitude, for the stationary states, of
the form
PStat ∝ cos2(| p | φ)Rcexp
{
−(Rc − Rc(0))
2
2α2
}
. (33)
The φ-omponent of the wave funtion is not normalizable, beause of the potential
eld absene (we have to do with a situation analogous to that one of a free non-
relativisti partile admitting only two momentum eigenvalues) , but it is remarkable
the existene, as eet of our revised quantization approah, of stationary states for the
radius of urvature; in the obtained dynamis, we see that the notion of the osmologial
singularity is replaed by the more physial one of a peaked probability to nd Rc
near zero. The approximation of negleting the potential term VT an be regarded as
onrmed a posteriori by the small probability that the system penetrates regions where
Rc is muh greater than the Plank length and the temperature is suiently small to
be ompared with the symmetry breaking sale.
In order to onstrut the semilassial limit of equation (30), we separate θ into its
modulus and phase, i.e. θ =
√
αexp{iβ/h¯}; then we get the following two, real and
omplex, omponents of equation (30)
− l
2
P l
3πh¯
1
Rc
(
dβ
dRc
)2
+
p2c
4π2
1
R3c
+
µ2
Rc
− 3πh¯
4l2P l
Rc − ǫ
c
+ h¯2VQuantum = 0 (34)
1√
α
d
dRc
(
α
Rc
dβ
dRc
)
= 0⇒ α ∝ Rc/(dβ/dRc) , (35)
VQuantum ∝ 1√
α
d
dRc
(
1
Rc
d
√
α
dRc
)
. (36)
In the limit h¯ → 0, when beomes negligible VQuantum, we reobtain the Hamilton-
Jaobi equation desribing the Universe lassial dynamis, but with an additional term
orresponding to a non-relativisti matter ontribution, whih, when ǫ is negative, a-
quires positive energy density; to this respet, we remark how, on the quantum level,
the Universe is expeted to approah the lowest, i.e. negative, energy state.
We stress how, for suiently large Rc, if the non-relativisti term dominates (the
spatial urvature being yet negligible), then we get dβ/dRc ∝
√
Rc and therefore
Rc → ∞ ⇒ VQuantum ∼ 1/(R3c) → 0; suh a behavior supports the idea that, when
the Universe expands enough (i. e. its volume utuating explores regions of high Rc
values), it an approah a lassial dynamis.
The analysis of this setion answers the question about the osmologial phenomenol-
ogy implied by our approah and the issue goes toward the appearane, in a synhronous
referene, of a pressureless ontribution to the Universe energy density. In the next se-
tion, we make some estimations in order to understand if suh a new term (whih is
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nothing more than the lassial limit of the total Universe quantum energy) may have
something to do with the observed dark matter omponent.
5 Phenomenologial Considerations
Indeed, by adding a term to the gravitational ation, we may expet it appears as a
new kind of energy-momentum term; what makes our analysis a valuable one is in the
following points:
i) The kinematial ation is an embedding-like geometrial objet, whose existene in
quantum gravity, was postulated in [1℄ on the base of well-grounded statements and not
invented ad ho. Above we have shown that it an be interpreted, from a lassial point
of view, as a non-relativisti dust uid; a non-relativisti energy density is also what
appears from the quantum dynamis, when taking the lassial limit.
ii) All the aepted models of old dark matter predit the existene of a very early
(deoupled) zero-pressure omponent, able, by this feature, to develop large sale stru-
tures (at the present time even the heat dark matter is expeted to be non-relativisti).
Indeed, a non-baryoni omponent of this kind, is estimated (either by the supernova
data, either by the osmi mirowaves bakground (deteted) anisotropy) to be ∼ 0.3 of
the atual Universe ritial density.
Sine in equation (34) β plies the role of the (redued) ation funtion, we an write,
by using Hamilton equations, the following relation
2
dβ
dRc
= pRc = −
3πh¯
2cl2P l
Rc
dRc
dt
. (37)
Then, remembering that H = (dRc/dt)/Rc and Ω¯−1 = c2/H2R2c , we see how equation
(34) takes the simple form (with obvious notation for the dierent ontributions)
∑
iXi =
1, being Xi ≡ Ω¯i/Ω¯ (i = p, µ, dm, curv); thus, our dust uid provides a omponent of
the ritial parameter Ω¯dm, given by
Ω¯dm = − 4l
2
P lcǫ
3πh¯H2R3c
. (38)
Suh a formula is valid in general, independently of the other kinds of matter present
in the universe, and, therefore, provides a good tool to investigate the role it ould play
in the atual osmology; in this respet, we stress the following three relevant points:
i) If we take for ǫ the minimum value of the ontinuous spetrum obtained in the pre-
vious setion, within the framework of a pre-inationary senario, i.e. ǫ ∼ O(−MP lc2),
then we get
2
the same result ould be diretly obtained by applying the Hamilton-Jaobi method to the full ation
S = β(Rc) + pφ− ǫt.
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Ω¯dm = O
(
lP lc
2H−2
R3c
)
∼ O(10−63) . (39)
ii) The value of ǫ, required to have Ω¯dm = O(1) (so that it ould make aount for
the real dark matter omponent, estimated about 0.3 of the atual ritial density),
orresponds to
ǫ∗ ∼ O
(
h¯cR3c
l2P lc
2H−2
)
∼ O(1082GeV ) ; (40)
suh a value orresponds to the present one of the total energy of the Universe, whether
it admits a losed spae. A ruial point is that ǫ is a onstant of the motion and
therefore, sine the Universe beame a lassial one, it was haraterized by suh value
ǫ∗.
iii) In order to get an inationary senario, able to explain the paradoxes of the Standard
Cosmologial Model, we need a suiently large e-folding whih allows the size of an
horizon, at the ination beginning, be now of the order of the atual Hubble radius;
suh a value orresponds, at least, to about 60, i.e. the ratio between the sale fators,
respetively, after and before the ination, is around a fator O(1026). This means that,
if today Rc ∼ O(1028cm), then, taking into aount that the redshift of the end of the
ination is about z ∼ O(1024), we see that when the de-Sitter phase started its value was
Rc ∼ O(10−22cm). Thus, the total energy of the Universe, when the dynamis beame
dominated by the vauum energy at the temperature σ ∼ O(1015GeV ), is given by the
expression
ǫΛ ∼ σ
4R3c
h3c3
∼ O(1036GeV )≪ ǫ∗ ; (41)
this result seems to indiate that, assuming the Universe underwent an inationary
senario, we get the ontraditory issue about the impossibility of a dominating vauum
energy.
Summarizing, the above onsiderations are against the idea that the here obtained Ω¯dm
an make aount for the dark matter, if ination took plae. The situation is dierent if
we take the piture of the Standard Cosmologial Model beause, for instane, a lassial
estimation of the thermal bath energy at the Plank epoh is aboutO((Rc/lP l)3MP lc2) ∼
O(10112GeV ); thus, in absene of ination, the value of ǫ∗ would have beome important
only in the later stage of the Universe evolution and it ould play today a relevant
dynamial role.
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